The numbers that appear at upper right of each figure's caption are time indices to a video showing all seat rows+windows: https://youtu.be/VpFf_2ThowI.

Numbers in range 1.0-2.0 that appear below each photo refer to the corresponding window access areas, as explained on our seating/window chart.

Among seat rows 12-43, some have just 1.0 window whereas others have 1.0 window plus part of an additional window. For example, row 33 has 1.0 full window but also 0.6 of another window, the remainder of that second window being blocked by a seatback which can be leaned back enough to unblock 0.6 of the window but no more than that. In such rows with > 1.0 window you only pay half the price of the additional fractional window. So whoever takes row 33 with its 1.6 windows will only pay for 1.3 windows. This improves the economics for two or more people sharing that seat row and others like it among 12-43.